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REGULATOR DESIGN AND GOVERNANCE: SOME NEW 
ZEALAND CONTEXT
New Zealand’s context has both similarities and differences with Australia:

Similarities: Westminster system, common law, judicial review, systematic implementation 
of public sector reforms, some common institutions (ANZFSA, JASANZ)

Differences: unitary, not federal, system; an order of magnitude smaller than Australian 
Federal system (although very similar scale to Australian states), no written constitution, 
prominence of the Treaty of Waitangi

NZ one of the smaller countries in the world that run a “full service” panopoly of 
government institutions and services
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NZ PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT REFORM

1985-95 strong emphasis on contractual and purchase models, role clarity and vertical 
accountability, separation of policy  and operations, service delivery and enforcement. 
Considerable number of new agencies. 

From late 1990s, focus gradually shifted  to concerns about fragmentation, horizontal 
linkages and collaboration between agencies, whole system effectiveness, and economies 
of scope and scale

NB  debate about whether there is any correlation between agency size and/or role 
specialisation and effectiveness. 
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SOMETHING ABOUT THE NZ MINISTRY OF BUSINESS, INNOVATION AND 
EMPLOYMENT (“MBIE”)

Formed in 2012, MBIE has a very wide ranging set of 
responsibilities. The bulk of these are for regulation and regulatory 
systems- about 20 of the latter (number depends on how a system is 
defined)
These systems include building, employment, immigration, trade 
remedies, competition, financial markets conduct, energy, 
insolvency, telecommunications and space.
For some systems, MBIE is responsible for the full range of system 
functions- policy, , standard setting, service design and delivery, 
compliance, monitoring and evaluation. For others, it is the policy 
lead, with other organisations responsible for service delivery or 
compliance.
MBIE’s roles in the different systems, and the main organisations it 
works with look like this:
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MBIE’s Regulatory Stewardship Strategy
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REGULATORY STARTUPS, AMALGAMATIONS AND 
TRANSFORMATIONS:  KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Decisions about institutional form and position within government an art 
not a science
History and circumstances matter- a lot!
Independence of the regulator- both real and perceived- is important, but 
can be achieved in various ways
Eg in NZ competition, health and safety at work and financial markets 
conduct regulators separate organisations from MBIE, but can be 
influenced by Ministers to different degrees
Cf employment standards regulator, Official Assignee, Registrar of 
Companies all within MBIE, but their regulatory decisionmaking is 
statutorily independent
Alternative institutional model- the departmental agency- introduced in 
2013, but so far little used
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MINISTERS AND REGULATORS

In New Zealand the Crown Entities Act 2004 provides the general 
framework for the relationship between Government Ministers and  
agencies which are Crown Entities (“CEs”)
SS103-115 provide for Ministerial direction of CEs as follows:
 Crown Agents can be directed to give effect to Government policy;

 Autonomous CEs can be directed to have regard to Government policy;

 Independent CEs cannot be directed unless it is provided for in another statute

Sometimes direction is provided for in another statute eg S26 Commerce 
Act
Ministers of Finance and State Services are empowered to jointly direct 
all CEs to support “Whole of Government Approaches” on better 
public services, securing economies or efficiencies ensuring business 
continuity, or manging risks to the Government’s financial position
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REGULATORY STARTUPS, AMALGAMATIONS AND 
TRANSFORMATIONS: OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Recruiting specialised expertise (Board and staff)
Economies of scale and scope.  Fragmentation has become a concern in 
New Zealand, both for cost efficiency and system effectiveness reasons
Concerns about  whole-of-system effectiveness: 
 between different functions within individual regulatory systems- the long recognised 

policy/operations, design/delivery split;

 Across different regulatory systems e.g.  labour markets where in NZ there are different 
employment standards, accident compensation, health and safety at work, and 
immigration regulators

Broad public policy considerations.  Some regulatory activities need to 
stay close to Ministers:
 Where national security considerations are prominent; e.g. NZ Space Agency

 Where individual regulatory decisions need to take appropriate account of complex, and 
shifting, societal preferences, e.g. immigration
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What Really Matters: We Know What the Critical 
Issues Are (And It’s Not Institutional Form)
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WHAT REALLY MATTERS

Clarity of Roles:

 In statute;

 Between agencies where more than one is involved;

 Between functional groups within a single regulatory system

Getting the Incentives Right. There need to be definite counterbalances  to the strong 
incentives to stay in silos generated by vertical accountability to Ministers and Chief 
Executives, and cultural differences between functions (eg policy and compliance)

Good Governance. Important to take a systems view.
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A NEW ZEALAND EXAMPLE - THE PETROLEUM AND 
MINERALS REGULATORY SYSTEM

From this:
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TO THIS:
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A NEW ZEALAND EXAMPLE: WORKSAFE NZ

Health and safety at work regulation in New Zealand until 2013 the responsibility of a core 
Government department (the former Labor Department until 2012, then MBIE

Establishment of a separate agency was recommended by the Royal Commission on the 
Pike River Mine Disaster, and the Independent Taskforce on Workplace Health and Safety

The Government adopted the recommendations for a separate agency, but not the 
Taskforce recommendation that Worksafe  be give a policy leadership role
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A NEW ZEALAND EXAMPLE: WORKSAFE NEW ZEALAND

Key decision-making considerations:

 Restoring regulator credibility and public confidence

 Recruitment of relevant expertise, at both Board and staff levels

 Stability of form and profile through a long-term reform process

Concerns:

 Distance from Government policy priorities and influence

 Transactions costs

 Policy coordination
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WORKSAFE NEW ZEALAND: CURRENT ISSUES

Where does regulatory system leadership reside? MBIE or Worksafe?

Designing effective system Governance. MBIE+ Worksafe+ sector regulators (eg Civil 
Aviation Authority, Maritime NZ)

Economies of Scale. Service provision to Worksafe by MBIE.

Maintaining consistency and coherence of approach through a prolonged multi-
agency reform process

Appropriately reflecting the the priorities of the Government and Ministers. NB S195 
of the HASWA requires the Minister to develop and publish a Health and Safety at 
Work Strategy “jointly with Worksafe.”
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NZ EFFORTS TO BUILD CAPABILITY AND CULTURE 

Building a more common conceptual and cultural approach: “Regulatory Stewardship” (S32 
State Sector Act 2013)

MBIE has used, and is still using the concept of regulatory stewardship to assist integration 
of what was 4 different agencies (5 including the subsequent incorporation of Standards 
NZ)  and 12 regulators within MBIE

Building regulator capability and professionalism: the Government Regulatory Practice 
Initiative (‘G-Reg’); a 10 agency collaboration focussed on strengthening regulator 
capability. G-Reg produces and promotes a NZQA certified general purpose professional 
qualification for regulators across government.
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NZ EFFORTS TO BUILD CAPABILITY AND CULTURE

Using central oversight more actively: NZ has the advantage of being a unitary system with 
a Machinery of Government Agency- the State Services Commissio which has oversight of 
the whole institutional landscape

Creating centres of functional expertise: eg the Government Dispute Resolution Centre; an 
initiative to bring a more consistent, best practice approach to approximately 50 different 
dispute resolution schemes, the majority of them related to various regulatory systems.

Strengthening System Governance: Financial Regulators’ Council, Energy Regulators 
Council, Consumer Protection Partnership
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REGULATORY STEWARDSHIP IN NEW ZEALAND

Added to section 32 of New Zealand’s State Sector Act in 2013.

Departmental Chief Executives must show “good stewardship” of the regulation they are 
responsible for. Essentially, regulation needs to be: 

 treated as an asset, and maintained and invested in over 
time.

 treated as a system, with attention given to all its 
component functions and institutions. 

NZ Productivity Commission, Regulatory Institutions and 
Practices,2014
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WHAT DOES STEWARDSHIP MEAN?
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EMBEDDING REGULATORY STEWARDSHIP 
Government Expectations (updated in 2017)
• Part A: Expectations for the Design of Regulatory 

Systems. 
• Part B: Expectations for Regulatory Stewardship by 

Government Agencies:
 monitoring, review and reporting on existing 

regulatory systems
 robust analysis and implementation support for 

changes to regulatory systems
 good regulator practice

Backed by a statutory duty on agency chief executives:
responsible for “stewardship of ... the legislation 
administered by the department” (section 32 of the State 
Sector Act 1988)
Reinforced by a reporting obligation for “major” regulatory 
departments

22
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Upcoming NRCoP Events

Enquiries to:
Applied Learning

T +61 3 8344 1900
appliedlearning@anzsog.edu.au

The Intelligent Regulator – Annual Regulators Forum
Deakin Edge, 

Federation Square, 
Melbourne

4 October 2019
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Check out the National Regulators Community of Practice page on the 
ANZSOG website with links to our new LinkedIn Group

anzsog.edu.au/communities/regulators
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